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Personal information

E-mail:

farajhassan86@gmail.com

Phone:
+49 152 105 36404
+9647508646457
Marital status:
Date of birth:
Nationality:
Postal address:

Married
July20, 1986
Kurdish, Syrian
Tivolistr.12
19322Wittenberge. Germany

Specialist: Technical Institute for Oil and Gas in Syria.
Job responsibilities
-Meeting and inductions.
-Audits and inspections.
- Emergency drills.
-Conducting job safety analyses.

Education:

-Holds a Higher Institute of Oil and Gas in Syria
- stage 2 computer engineering since )0202( Still studding.
- holds High School Science section (2004-2005)
- Driver's license.

Experience:
- from 1 /October 2013 work with SLB in Service Well Test as senior operator (SWT) in
operation and work on test
Pressure for all equipment SWT:
Surge tank150 WP-separator 1440 WP - SSV -oil/gas manifold 1440 wp 3''/4'' 602 - evergreen 12
nozzle.
-Multi Phase Flow Meter (MPFM).
Pipes -choke manifold 5k-10k-15k. -Flowhead /swivel 5k-10k -15k
-Pipes FIG 602-FIG206-FIG1502-FIG1002-coflexip hose10k 3'' weco union connection and 15k 3''c25 Cray lock connection -data heater 5k-10k15k.
- ELBOWS-indirect heater/ Steam-heat exchanger.......etc
/***maintenance for equipment going and coming from job:
- Separator SEP-C ( 40’’*02’) 0442 psi .
-SEP-G_720 PSI

-surge tank.

- calibrate Foxboro and BARTON via DWT (Dead Weight Tester
-choke manifold
-Flowhead
-adjustable choke
-burner 3-4 head
-oil/gas manifold (WOB valve)
-Daniel Gas orifice meter
-fixing one direction way valve.
-fixing E-V...etc
-Multi Phase Flow Meter (MPFM).
- Work in DST, RIH and POOH Pressure and Test and redress DST tools.
-prepare TCP gun loaded for Firing in the well.
-work RSA taking sample Oil/Gas NSB and Gas bottle from Sep-C 1440 psi
-deal with Air Compressor package for
(3 to 4) head burner (Green dragon 7000/9000 BOPD at 300 PSI) and (ever Green 12 head 15000 bopd
at 240 psi high flow rate kit).
/***inventory ...and prepare package container for SWT JOB.

(2012 - 2013):
Air Drilling Associates as technician:
N2 Services mist and foam drilling
aerated mud drilling Air drilling
Boosting and compression
-Rig up and Rig Down of equipment, air compressor, RCD, Boosters, Separator, and Choke manifolds.
Flow model and planning drilling plan control in:
-Air compressor.
-N2.
-Boosters.
-Foam drilling.
-Choke manifold.

- (2007-2011) Syria Petroleum company (S.P.C) national company in Syria:
I graduated from the Higher Institute of Oil and Gas in Syria section drilling and production in 2007
was appointed to the Syrian Petroleum Company as a specialist oil and gas at graduated 74%, worked
in graduation. and from 2007 to 2011 in the Department of drilling and during this period worked in
several jobs in addition to rig a prescription because of good practical and these terms of reference
are as follows:
specialist on Workover rig and repairing wells:
- Change where there is a pipe fractures .
-Substituted mechanical pumps or replacement of electric pumps.
-Drill a hole the old hole and increase the depth of the product more.
-made of cement and concrete bridges and wells.
- I worked in the department stores in the acidification of acid wells. And preparation for Acid job.
- Worked as Specialist in Early-production facilities (EPFs).

Experience Certificate:

-Certificate of experience from Marathon Oil Company.
- Certificate of experience from TAQA north LTD Oil Company .
-Certificate of experience from DQE international Iraq branch Oil Company.
- Certificate of experience from Check 6.
- Certificate of experience from H2S Sunbelt Company.
-Certificate of experience from H2S Rutledge Group of companies.
Certificate of RMSI IN CPR/AED.
- Certificate of experience from H2S Sunbelt Company.
- Certificate of experience from G.T.S.C in H2S- BA.

Computer skills:
-Viso.
- P&D.
- Working knowledge and good experience of Microsoft Word and Excel.
-CREW LEADER.
- Computer programs (office).
- Good skills to deal with internet.

Interpersonal competencies
- Good written and verbal communication skills.
- Decision making, listening and multi-tasking.
- Public presentation skills.
- Self-motivated.
- Ability to work independently.

Languages
- English.
- Kurdish (mother tongue).
- Arabic.

Training courses
- First aid course
-H2S Training Course From Rutledge global group of Companies level 1 and level 2 times.
-Check 6 Training courses.
-H2S training from Sunbelt Company 3times
- RMSI in CPR/AED.

- Hobbes:
-Football because it is a team game.
-Interesting in oil and gas field and safety.

